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TWO STRUCTURES FOR ENGLISH RESTRICTIVE RELATIVE CLAUSES∗
Uli Sauerland
T¨ ubingen University
The analysis of English relative clauses is the subject of a long-standing debate. (Lees
1960, 1961, Chomsky 1965, Kuroda 1968, Schachter 1973, Vergnaud 1974, Heim 1987,
Kayne 1994, Borsley 1997, Grosu and Landman 1998, Hackl and Nissenbaum 1998, ...)
Consider the example (1): The question is whether the head of the relative clause—tigers
in (1)—stands in a transformational relationship to the relative clause internal argument
position occupied by a trace. Though some of the literature also views the determiner the
is part of the head, really the central question of the debate is the transformational relation
of head and relative clause internal trace.
(1) The tigers
  
head (NP)
that I saw t at Ueno   
relative clause
were cute.
Both possible position—that there’s a transformational relationship and that there isn’t—
receivedsupport. ThelaternegativepositioniswhatwanttocallfollowingCarlson(1977)
theMatchingHypothesis, whichclaims that there’snodirect transformational relationship
between the head NP and the relative clause internal trace position. Instead an empty
operatorraisesfromtherelativeclauseinternalpositiontotheinitialpositionoftherelative
clause,andmediatesthesemanticrelationshipbetweentherelativeclauseinternalposition
and the head. The other possible position—that there’s a transformational relationship—
together with the generally held assumption that Movement is the only transformational
rule amounts to the Raising Hypothesis: The head NP (or sometimes DP) starts out DP
starts out in the relative clause internal position, and moves to its surface position.
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during the 1998/99 academic year and the hospitality of Kanda University.A lot of recent work on the syntax and semantics of movement relationships has
focussed on properties of reconstruction (Chomsky 1993, Fox 1998, 1999, Freidin 1986,
Heycock 1995, Huang 1993, Lebeaux 1988, 1992, 1998, Sauerland 1998 Takano 1995,
and others). This has led to a better understanding of the properties of movement and
a reﬁned concept of reconstruction. This paper attempts to apply these diagnostics to
relative clauses, in the hope of shedding new light on the question of the transformational
relationship.
I argue for three results. The ﬁrst one is in a way a resurrection of Carlson’s
(1977) claim that both raising and matching relative clauses exist in English. However,
not only are my tests leading to this conclusion different, but also the distinction is drawn
along different lines. The second result I argue for is that even matching relatives have
a complex internal head, which argues for some transformational relationship between
the trace position and the head. The third proposal is that in fact the internal position
of a matching relative is occupied by a silent copy of the external head which is elided
by an obligatory ellipsis process. I show that this is exactly what has been proposed for
comparatives (Bresnan 1973, 1975, Lechner 1999).
1 Matching and Raising Relatives
In this section, I aim to show that the reconstruction behavior of the relative clause head
argues for Carlson’s (1977) claim that relative clauses are ambiguous between raising and
matching relative clauses. The basic contrast leading to this claim is that the head doesn’t
show Condition C reconstruction, but allows reconstruction for variable binding (Munn
1994).
(2) a. The relative of Johni that hei likes lives far away.
b. The relative of hisi that everybodyi likes lives far away.
1.1 Reconstruction in Wh-Movement
Before addressing reconstruction properties in relative clauses, this section summarizes
some of the literature on reconstruction in wh-movement. The goal is demonstrate that
reconstruction here is a well-described phenomenon (Freidin 1986, Heycock 1995, Huang
1993, Lebeaux 1988, 1992, 1998, Takano 1995) and that it can be understood quite well
on the basis of the copy theory of movement (Chomsky 1993, Fox 1998, 1999, Sauerland
1998). This literature summary is by no means exhaustive, but rather focusses selectively
on the phenomena relevant for the later sections.
Onepropertyofwh-movementthathasbeendiscoveredisthatreconstructionofthe
moved NP with its arguments is obligatory. Only the determiner and modiﬁers adjoined to
theNPneednotreconstruct. Thisisdemonstratedby(3)and(4). In(3a), theR-expression
John is part of the argument of argument and therefore induces a Condition C violation
with the pronominal he that c-commands the trace position of wh-movement. In (3b), the
relative clause containing John is a modiﬁer to the noun argument, and therefore doesn’tinduce a Condition C violation in the trace position.
(3) a. ∗[Which argument that Johni was wrong]j did hei accept tj in the end?
b. [Which argument that Johni had criticized]j did hei accept tj in the end?
The contrast in (4) makes the same point, but shows more pointedly that only the position
of the R-expression John in the wh-phrase determines whether it triggers a Condition C
violation or not.
(4) a. ∗[Which argument of Johni’s that Mary had criticized] did hei omit tj in the ﬁnal
version?
b. [Which argument of Maryi’s that John had criticized] did hei omit tj in the ﬁnal
version?
TakingConditionCasadiagnosticforthepositionofR-expressionatLF,theLF-structure
ofawh-chainasrevealedbyreconstructionissketchedin(5). Theinterrogativedeterminer
andadjoinedmodiﬁersoccupytheheadpositionofthewh-chain,whiletheNP-complement
of the wh-determiner excluding all modiﬁers must occupy the lowest wh-trace position.
(5) Wh-Determiner (adjoined modiﬁers)
  
Spec of CP
...NP-part
  
trace
A second factor has been shown to affect the LF-position of modiﬁers. Namely, a bound
variablepronouninthewh-movedconstituentforcesreconstructiontoapositionwherethe
bound variable is c-commanded by its antecedent. So in (6), the relative clause modifying
paper must be represented in the trace position ti at LF, where it is c-commanded by every
student.
(6) [Which paper that hej wrote]i did every studentj plan to revise ti?
TheevidenceforthereconstructionofboundvariablesisLebeaux’s(1992)observationthat
Variable Binding and Condition C Reconstruction go hand-in-hand. Hence, a violation
of Condition C is observed in (7): Binding of the pronoun hek requires representation
of the constituent containing he in the trace position ti. But in that position, the R-
expression is c-commanded by she, and therefore Condition C blocks coreference of these
two expressions.
(7) ∗[Which paper that hek gave to Maryj]i did shej think that every studenti would like
ti?
1.2 Reconstruction of Relative Clause Internal Material
In the domain of relative clauses, material that is pied-piped internal to the relative clause
behavesexactlylikethemovedmaterialinwh-questions. (8)and(9)showthatthismaterialexhibits an argument/adjunct distinction just like wh-movement.
Consider ﬁrst (8). The difference between (8a) and (8b) is that in (8a) the R-
expression John is part of a prepositional phrase modifying the phrase whose picture,
while in (8b) the R-expression is part of an argument of the same phrase. The contrast
in (8) therefore ﬁts the same description that has been given for Condition C effects in
wh-movement in the previous subsection.
(8) a. There’s a singer whose picture in Johni’s ofﬁce hei’s very proud of. (Saﬁr
1998:(34b))
b. ∗There’s a singer whose picture of Johni’s ofﬁce hei’s very proud of.
The contrast in (9) shows essentially the same as the one in (8) under the assumption the
the prenominal genitive in (9a) is a modiﬁer of the noun description.
(9) a. Max is a prince Johni’s description of whom hei varies when spies are around.
(Saﬁr 1998:(34c))
b. ∗Max is a prince whose description of John hei varies when spies are around.
1.3 Reconstruction of the Relative Clause Head
The head of the relative clause displays the ambiguous behavior already illustrated by (2)
above: With respect to Condition C, reconstruction effects seem to be absent, but with
other tests for reconstruction show that it must be possible.
For Condition C, it’s well known that an R-expression in the head of a relative
clause doesn’t trigger a Condition C effect in the relative clause internal trace position,
even when it’s an argument as in (10).
(10) The relative of Johni that hei likes t lives far away.
The following contrasts establish that there’s is difference between the head of a relative
clauseandwh-movementwithrespecttoConditionC.Theexamples(11a),(12a),and(13a)
allshowthatmaterialoftheheadofarelativeclausedoesn’ttriggeraConditionCeffectin
the trace position. The corresponding examples in (11b), (12b), and (13b) establish that,
for wh-movement, a Condition C effect is observed under the same circumstances.
(11) a. Which is the picture of Johni that hei likes?
b. ∗Which picture of Johni does hei like?
(12) a. The pictures of Marsdeni which hei displays prominently are generally the at-
tractive ones.(Saﬁr 1998:(38a))
b. ∗Which pictures of Marsdeni does hei display prominently.
(13) a. I have a report on Bob’s division he won’t like.(Merchant 1998:fn.1)
b. ∗Which report on Bobi’s division will hei not like.Thereisalsoadifferencebetweentherelativeclauseheadandmaterialpied-pipedinternal
to the relative clause with respect to Condition C reconstruction. This is shown by (14):
(14a) is a case where material pied-piped internal to the relative clause triggers Condition
C. (14b) shows that the an R-expression in relative clause head doesn’t trigger Condition
C.
(14) a. ∗I respect any writer whose depiction of Johni hei’ll object to. (Saﬁr 1998:34a)
b. I respect any depiction of Johni hei’ll object to.
The facts from Condition C reconstruction and, in particular, the difference between the
relativeclauseheadontheonehandandwh-phrasesandtherelativeclauseinternalmaterial
on the other argues for the matching analysis. In other word’s, it argues that there’s no
direct movement relationship between the relative clause internal trace position and the
head a relative clause.
However, in other cases the relative clause head must be interpreted only in an
internal position. One such case is binding, as already mentioned in (2). (15a) and (15b)
are two examples from the literature, (15c) shows that also a bound variable pronoun in
the relative clause head can be bound by a quantiﬁer in the relative clause.
(15) a. Theinterestineachotheri thatJohnandMaryi showedt wasﬂeeting. (Schachter
1973:43a)
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(Vergnaud 1974:256)
c. The book on heri desk John found out every professori liked best t concerned
model theory.
A second kind of evidence in favor of reconstruction of the relative clause head comes
fromidiomchunkinterpretation. AswasapparentlyoriginallyobservedbyBrame(1968),
the relative clause head can be part of an idiom chunk with material surrounding the trace.
In (16), this is exempliﬁed using the idiom chunks make headway and take pictures.
(16) a. The headway John made proved insufﬁcient.
b. All the pictures John took showed the baby.
This argument based on idiom chunks is in fact more decisive than the one based on bind-
ing: For binding, for example Sternefeld (1998) and Sharvit (1999) develop a semantic
mechanismthatcanbringaboutbindingrelationshipsintheabsenceofc-command. How-
ever, the particular mechanism proposed could not bring about idiom chunk interpretation
and, I suspect, for principled reasons could not since the parts of the idiom chunk can’t be
assigned an interpretation independent of each other which is then brought together by asemantic mechanism.
A third case where the relative clause head seems to be interpreted internally is
scope interpretation in (17). Namely, it seems that the relative clause head can take scope
in a position internal to the relative clause.
(17) a. No linguist would read the many books Gina will need for vet school. (need  
many)
b. Mary shouldn’t even have the few drinks that she can take. (can   few)
We’re therefore led to the conclusion that in some cases the head must interpreted
internal to the relative clause, but not in other cases. A potential Matching Structure is
illustrated in (18). Internal to the relative clause an empty operator undergoes movement,
and creates semantically an open λ-predicate. This is then intersected with the predicate
the head expresses.
(18) a. the picture of Johni hei likes
b. the picture of Johni

λx hei likes tx (matching)
A potential Raising Structure is illustrated in (19). Here, the head of the relative clause
itself starts out in the relative clause internal position. It moves to the head position, where
it also is pronounced. At LF, however, the head is interpreted only in the relative clause
internal position, where the variable expressed by himself is bound.
(19) a. the picture of himself everybody likes
b. the

Op everybodyi likes [picture of himselfi] (raising)
The interpretation of a structure like (19) is by no means straightforward. See Sauerland
(1998)foroneproposalbasedonthenotionofchoicefunctionwhichhasbeensuccessfully
employed for the interpretation of interrogatives that contain bound variables (Engdahl
1980).
1.4 Condition C with Raising Relatives
In the previous section I argued that both the raising and matching analysis are required in
the analysis of English relative clauses. To explain the obviation of Condition C, I invoked
the matching analysis, while I invoked the raising analysis to explain the possibility of
binding. The claimed structural ambiguity predicts that Condition C effects should be
observedwhentheraisinganalysisisforced. Thissectiondemonstratesthatthisprediction
is borne out. I show that each of the three factors which I claimed to require the raising
analysis induces a Condition C violation when the relevant test is constructed.
First consider variable binding. In all examples in (20) and (21), variable binding
forces the raising analysis, because the pronoun her is bound by the quantiﬁer every girl
only in the relative clause internal position. In the examples (20a) and (21a) the relativeclause head contain an R-expression in addition to the bound variable. Furthermore, a
pronoun c-commands the trace position in the relative clause. The fact that this pronoun
cannot be coreferent with the R-expression in the relative clause head, I claim is due to a
violation of Condition C. This is corroborated by the absence of such an effect in (20b)
and (21b), where R-expression and pronominal are interchanged.
(20) a. ∗The letters by Johnj to heri that hej told every girli to burn were published.
b. The letter by himj to heri that Johnj told every girli to burn were published.
(21) a. ∗A review of Johni’s debate with herj that hei wanted every senatorj to read landed
in the garbage instead.
b. Areviewofhisi’sdebatewithherj thatJohni wantedeverysenatorj toreadlanded
in the garbage instead.
This result essentially replicates Lebeaux’s (1992) observation in (7) above.
The use of idioms is another way to enforce the raising analysis. As Munn (1994)
alreadyobserves,thepredictionthatConditionCeffectsreemergeisborneout. Thisshown
bythepairsin(22)and(23). In(22),theidiomchunktakepicturerequiresthenounpictures
tobeinterpretedinthetracepositioninsideoftherelativeclause. Therefore, theCondition
C violation triggered by the R-expression Bill in this position in (22a) is expected. Again,
(22b) shows that coreference is possible when R-expression and pronominal element are
exchanged.
(22) a. ∗the picture of Billi that hei took (Munn 1994:(15c))
b. the picture of himselfi that Billi took
The contrast in (23) is analogous to that in (22). Again, material in the head triggers
a violation of Condition C in (23a) conﬁrming the claim that, on the raising analysis,
ConditionCviolationsareobservedinrelativeclauses. (23b)providestherelevantcontrast,
when R-expression and pronoun are exchanged.
(23) a. ∗The headway on Mary’s project she had made pleased the boss.
b. The headway on her project Mary had made pleased the boss.
The third way of forcing the raising analysis was the narrow scope interpretation
of material in the relative clause head. In (24), I show that narrow scope of many in (24a)
and few in (24b) seems to cause a Condition C effect in the expected fashion.
(24) a. ∗The many books for Ginai’s vet school that shei needs will be expensive. (need
  many)
b. ∗The few coins from Billi’s pocket hei could spare weren’t enough for all the
needy. (could   few)Takentogetherthefactsinthissectionlendstrongsupporttotheclaimedstructural
ambiguity of relative clauses. We have seen that the obviation of Condition C is not
observed once the raising analysis of a relative clause is forced by either binding, idiom
interpretation, or scope. Therefore, the absence of Condition C effects in other relative
clauses cannot be explained based on the raising analysis. Therefore, both analyses—the
raising and the matching analysis—are needed. For the rest of the paper, I say nothing
more about the raising analysis. For the matching analysis, however, I argue that the
analysis proposed above needs to be modiﬁed.
2 The Internal Head in Matching Relatives
The straightforward account of Matching Relatives, already mentioned in (18), would be
to assume that an empty λ-operator binds the trace position as sketched in (25b).
(25) a. the picture of Johni hei likes
b. the picture of Johni

Opx hei likes tx (matching)
In this section, I present two arguments that there’s a more complex representation of the
external head in the internal position.
2.1 Double Headed ACD
TheﬁrstargumentdrawsonfactsandananalysisofSauerland(1998)concerningaparticu-
larEnglishconstruction,whichIcallhereDoubleHeadedAntecedentContainedDeletion,
or shorter Double Headed ACD. I present the argument here in a abbreviated form.
First recall that ACD is a form of VP-ellipsis inside of a relative clause where
the relative clause head seems to be part of the antecedent VP. As illustrated by (26), the
structure of ACD is such that the apparent antecedent of the elided VP contains the elided
VP itself.
(26) Polly visited every town Eric did
elided VP   
 visit t 
  
antecedent
.
Sag (1976), Larson and May (1990), and Kennedy (1997a) strongly argue that ACD is
resolvedbyinvisibleA-barmovement—quantiﬁerraising—ofaDPcontainingtherelative
clause. Therefore, (27) is the LF-representation of (26).
(27)

[every town,

Opy Eric
elided VP   
visited [y]] λx Polly
antecedent
  
visited [x]
In standard examples of ACD like (26) the head of the ACD-relative is also the DP
that undergoes quantiﬁer raising. However, this identity of the two DPs isn’t a necessary
feature of the construction. If the two DPs are different, I call this construction DoubleHeaded ACD. Double headed ACD is in many cases ungrammatical (Kennedy 1994), as
illustrated by (28a). However, (28b) is grammatical. The difference between (28a) and
(28b) is that, in (28a), the head nouns of the two DPs involved in double headed ACD, the
headoftherelativeclauseandtheDPthatundergoesquantiﬁerraising, aredifferent, while
they’re identical in (28b). In Sauerland (1998), I show that more generally double headed
ACD is acceptable if the lowest NP-segments of the two DPs involved are identical (or at
least verysimilar), butnototherwise. Ofcourse, singleheadedACDofthetypeillustrated
by (26) always satisﬁes this identity requirement, because the head of the relative clause
is identical to the DP that undergoes quantiﬁer raising.
(28) a. ∗Polly visited every town that’s near the lake Eric did  visit t . (Kennedy 1994)
b. Polly visited every town that’s near the town Eric did  visit t .
The contrast (28) follows from the structure for ACD proposed in Merchant (1998) and
Sauerland (1998), and sketched in (29) for (28a) and the general identity requirement on
VP-ellipsis. Considerthetwotracepositionsin(29),thetraceinternaltotherelativeclause
is marked as [y, lake] and the trace left by quantiﬁer raising is marked as [x, town]. Since
oneofthetracesispartoftheelidedVPwhiletheotherispartoftheantecedent, weexpect
that the identity requirement on ellipsis allows ellipsis in (29) if and only if the content of
the two trace positions is identical. If both trace positions have the content shown, this
predicts ellipsis to be possible only when the content of the two traces is identical.
(29) ∗every [λxxis near the lake [λy Eric visited [y, lake]]] λxPolly visited [x, town].
But, thepredictiononlyarisesiftherelativeclauseinternaltracepositionhasasitscontent
the material of the relative clause head. If the relative clause internal position could be
contentless in externally headed relatives, the examples in (28) should all have the same
status. In this way the paradigm in (28) argues for the assumption that some material of
the relative clause head is represented in the relative clause internal trace position even in
the case of matching relative clauses.
I should note that the identity requirement found in double headed ACD is not
found in all cases of an elided VP containing a trace the binders of the trace and the
corresponding trace in the antecedent of the elided phrase. Both examples in (30) show
this. In Sauerland (1998), I argue that independent factors, in particular focus, obviate the
identity requirement in such cases.
(30) a. I know which cities Mary visited, but I have no idea which lakes she did.
b. The cities Mary visited are near the lakes Bill did.
2.2 Crossover
The second argument is based on the contrast in (31) from Saﬁr (1998). He observes that
a quantiﬁer in the head of the relative can only bind a relative clause internal pronoun ifthe pronoun is c-commanded by the RC-internal trace in (31). So, the quantiﬁer anyone
in (31a) cannot bind the pronoun he in (31a), but in (31b) the binding relation is possible.
(31) a. ∗Pictures of anyonei which hei displays prominently are likely to be attractive
ones.
b. Picture of anyonei that put himi in a good light are likely to be attractive ones.
Example(32)corroboratesSaﬁr’sempiricalclaim. In(32), thequantiﬁereveryboyoccurs
in the relative clause head. It cannot bind the pronoun he in (32a) where the relative
clause internal trace occupies the object position and therefore doesn’t c-command the
pronoun. In (32b), however, the relative clause internal trace occupies the subject position
and therefore binding of the pronoun is possible.
(32) a. ∗Mary exhibited the picture of every boyi that hei/hisi sister brought.
b. Mary exhibited the picture of every boyi that was brought by himi/hisi sister.
The contrast in (33) shows that even when a matching relative is forced by Condition C
the Saﬁr’s contrast is observed:
(33) a. ∗The Times will generally publish pictures of any womani visiting Clintonj that
hej told heri about.
b. The Times will generally publish picture of any womani visiting Clintonj that hej
thinks will offend heri.
As Saﬁr also notes, the matching analysis with an empty internal head doesn’t predict
these contrasts. Consider the representation in (34) for (31a). This representation takes
into account that the quantiﬁer anyone must be moved out of the relative clause head and
adjoinedtotheclausalleveltobeinterpretable. Thishasbeensuggestedforinverselinking
by May (1977) and recent work of myself has found empirical support for this assumption
(Sauerland 1999).
(34) ∗anyonex

pictures of tx whichy hex displays
prominently ty

are likely to be attractive ones.
In the representation (34), the quantiﬁer anyone c-commands the pronoun and therefore
binding should in principle be possible. The grammaticality of (34) is predicted to be
comparable to other cases of inverse linking where the inversely linked quantiﬁer binds
into the matrix clause. But in fact, (31a) is worse.
Thecontrastin(34)is,ofcourse,reminiscentofsimilarcontrastswithwh-movement,
as Saﬁr also observes who uses the term secondary strong crossover for these construc-
tions. (35) shows that the wh-phrase whom which is fronted along with the wh-phrase it’s
partoftothethesentenceinitialpositioncannotbindapronounthatc-commandsthetrace
of the bigger wh-phrase in (35a), while it can bind the pronoun in (35b).(35) a. ∗Which picture of whomi does hei display prominently?
b. Which picture of whomi puts himi in a good light.
Assumingthecopytheoryofmovement,theungrammaticalityof(35a)isastrongcrossover
effectorequivalentlyfollowingChomsky(1981)aConditionCeffect: Intherepresentation
(36) for (35a), the unbound wh-trace ty is c-commanded by hey.
(36) whom λy which λx does hey display [x, picture of ty] prominently
It’s desirable to reduce the ungrammaticality of (31a) to Condition C in the same as was
done for (35a). But, this requires the extension of the copy theory to matching relative
clauses in some way. If we copy the external head of the relative clause into the internal
position, the same explanation is available for Saﬁr’s contrast.
(37) ∗anyonex

pictures of tx whichy hex displays
prominently [y, pictures of tx]

are likely to be attractive ones.
In (37), hex c-commands the QR-trace tx in the relative clause. Therefore, (37) violates
Condition C just like (36) does.
However, this solution seems to undermine the motivation for the matching anal-
ysis. The observation that led me to propose that the matching analysis is available for
relativeclausesinadditiontotheraisinganalysiswastheabsenceofConditionCeffects. If
we now adopt the explanation of the ungrammaticality of (31a) as a Condition C violation
based on the representation (37), we prima facie predict Condition C violations to occur
more generally.
Inthenextsection, Ishowhowthisparadoxisresolved. I’llarguethattherelation-
ship between the internal and external copy of the relative clause head in representation
(37) actually allows slight modiﬁcations, which obviate Condition C exactly in the cases
where it’s in fact obviated.
3 Relative Deletion
3.1 The Proposal
The relationship of head and the relative clause internal trace position cannot be a direct
movement relationship, because that wouldn’t distinguish matching from raising relative
clauses. I therefore propose that the material in the trace position is related to the head not
by movement, but by ellipsis. More precisely, I propose that the material internal to the
relative clause argued for in the previous section is an elided copy of the material in the
external position.
To exemplify the proposal look at (38). The relative clause in (38a), I propose,
receives the matching analysis in (38b): A silent copy of the head book is the complement
of the relative clause operator which as shown in (38b). At LF, therefore this copy is
represented in the relative clause internal trace position.(38) a. the book which Susi likes
b. the book   
antecedent
which  book 
  
elided NP
Susi likes t
TheellipsisprocesshypothesizedisquitedifferentfromVP-ellipsis. Onerespectinwhich
it’s different is that ellipsis of the NP in (38) is obligatory, while VP-ellipsis is an optional
process. A second difference is that the antecedent of the silent internal head in (38) must
be the external head of the relative clause. For VP-ellipsis sites, however, any other VP in
the discourse can serve as the antecedent.
While the hypothesized ellipsis differs substantially from VP-ellipsis, there is an-
other ellipsis process that behaves very much like the ellipsis postulated in (38): Compar-
ative Deletion. Bresnan (1973, 1975) and Lechner (1999) argue that comparative clauses
involve obligatory deletion of the AP or NP containing the trace of the comparative opera-
tordegree-variabletrace. Considerforexamplesthecomparativeclausein(39): according
to Bresnan’s proposal the subject position of the than-clause in (39) is occupied by a silent
copy of the NP a long whale. However, this silent copy cannot be pronounced in (39).
Hence, comparative deletion is obligatory exactly like the hypothesized ellipsis in (38).
(39) Ahab saw a longer whale than (∗a long whale) was ever seen.
Furthermore,Williams(1977:102)andKennedy(1997b)showsthat,in(40),theantecedent
of comparative deletion must be the phrase that is the sister of the comparative operator
Opd. Hence, an interpretation of the comparative deletion site as wide isn’t available in
(40). Again, comparative deletion behaves exactly like the ellipsis postulated in (38).
(40) The table is wider than this rug is, but this rug is longer Opd than the desk is  d,
long /∗ d, wide  (Kennedy 1997b:154)
I introduce therefore the term Relative Deletion to refer to the process that renders the
internal head of matching relatives unpronounceable.
(41) Relative Deletion: In matching relatives, the internal head must not be pronounced.
Furthermore, the external head must be antecedent of the internal head.
Lechner (1999) develops an interesting proposal to account for comparative deletion. His
idea is that it involves movement without chain formation. As far as I can see, his proposal
can also be adopted to relative deletion, but I leave this for future research.
3.2 Vehicle Change
In this section, I show that the proposed relative deletion solves the problem noted at the
end of section (37). To recall the problem, consider (42). (42) shows the apparent conﬂict
between the Condition C evidence and the crossover evidence above. The motivation
of the matching analysis was to explain the absence of Condition C effects in exampleslike (42a), but in section (37) I argued that the matching analysis must then be modiﬁed
to account for the appearance of strong crossover effects as in (42). To explain (42b), I
proposed that the head of the relative clause is in fact represented in the relative clause
internal position in matching relatives. This seems to predict that (42a) should violate
Condition C.
(42) a. Pictures of Johni which hei displays prominently are likely to be attractive ones.
b. ∗Pictures of anyonei which hei displays prominently are likely to be attractive
ones.
In fact, though, the contrast in (43) is predicted by the proposal that the internal head is an
elided copy of the external head. The reason is that ellipsis processes have been argued
by Fiengo and May (1994) to allow what they call vehicle change. Speciﬁcally, Fiengo
and May (1994) argue that an R-expression or wh-trace in the antecedent of ellipsis can
correspond to a pronoun in the elided material. One piece of evidence for this proposal are
datalike(43). In(43a)and(43b),theantecedentoftheelidedVPcontainsanR-expression.
However, only (43a) doesn’t allow coreference between the pronominal subject of the
elided VP and this R-expression.
(43) a. ∗John likes Maryi and shei does  like heri , too.
b. John likes the story about Maryi and shei knows he does  like the story about
heri .
The difference between (43a) and (43b) is how deeply embedded the R-expression is in
the antecedent VP. Fiengo and May (1994) argue that Condition B rather than Condition
C determines the possibility of coreference in (44). This follows if the R-expression in the
antecedent can correspond to a pronominal in the elided VP. The kind of correspondence
relation, Fiengo and May (1994) refer to as vehicle change.
I show now that vehicle change is at work in comparative and relative deletion
as well, and explains the problem mentioned above. The presence of vehicle change
corroboratestheproposalthatellipsisoftheinternalheadtakesplaceinmatchingrelatives.
Consider ﬁrst the contrast in (44). It shows that vehicle change is observed with
comparative deletion. Again, both (44a) and (44b), contain an R-expression in the an-
tecedent of the ellipsis: the comparative AP and a coreferent pronoun c-commands the
ellipsis site. In (44a) where coreference between the pronoun he and the position of
the R-expression in the ellipsis is blocked by Condition B and C, coreference is in fact
blocked. In (44b), however, where Condition B is not violated, coreference is possible.
This is exactly the pattern predicted by vehicle change.
(44) a. ∗Mary is more proud of Johni than hei is  proud of Johni/himi . (Lechner 1999)
b. Mary is more proud of Johni than hei thinks she is  proud of Johni/himi .To explain the absence of Condition C effects in matching relatives, I propose that
vehicle change of an NP to an NP-anaphor is also possible. Consider (45) under this
assumption. If the internal head of the matching relative clause is a one-anaphor referring
to the predicate picture of John is possible as indicated in (45b), no violation of Condition
C is expected.
(45) a. pictures of Johni which hei displays prominently
b. [picture of Johni]j λx which hei displays [x, onej]
Now consider the crossover example of Saﬁr’s (1998) in (46a). In this example, vehicle
change to a one-anaphor is blocked, because the external head contains a variable, and
therefore there is no constant relation a one-anaphor could refer to that’s coreferent with
the NP pictures of x. Hence, in (46a) vehicle change of the entire NP to a one-anaphor is
blocked.
(46) a. ∗pictures of anyonei which hei displays prominently
b. ∗anyone λx

pictures of [x] [which ] λy hex displays prominently [y, picture of
[x]]

However, vehicle change of the trace [x] to a pronoun is predicted to be possible in
(47). Thiswouldnotchangethestatusof(46a),however,sincetheresultingrepresentation
would still violate Condition B as shown by (47), even though Condition C wouldn’t be
violated.
(47) ∗Johni displays a picture of himi
However, the possibility of this vehicle change predicts that if the trace is more deeply
embedded in the antecedent, such that Condition B isn’t violated, the example should
become grammatical. The contrast (48) shows that the crossover effect triggered by the
internal head exhibits the locality of Condition B. While (48a) doesn’t allow every boy
to bind he, binding is possible in (48b), where the quantiﬁer every boy is more deeply
embedded in the head of the relative clause.
(48) a. ∗Mary exhibited the picture of every boyi that hei bought.
b. Mary exhibited the picture of every boyi’s mother that hei bought.
Note that the locality restriction exhibited in (48) exactly matches Condition B: While
coreference of subject and the pronoun him is impossible in (49a), it’s allowed in (49b).
(49) a. ∗Johni bought a picture of himi.
b. Johni bought a picture of hisi mother.References
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